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Called by God
As a clergy person, a question I often get asked is... “how did you know you wanted to be a priest.” Or,
for those more versed in church speak “when did you know you were called.” Either way, I think the gist
of the question really is… “why the heck are you doing this.” And more so, I believe, the heart of the
question is “did you hear God?”

Some of my seminary peers had clear cut “call” stories. One, was visited by God in a dream. As God
came to her and told her, straight up “you are called to be a priest. Go.” And, she did.  Another, was
approached by various individuals without prompting. Some of whom were complete strangers. All
before she was even discerning a “call.” Who told her she would become a priest. My own, and
thankfully as I found out later, many more of my ordained peers' stories were not so cut and dry. I
begged and pleaded with God, that if the yearnings and ideas I had about myself becoming a priest were
truly God’s will, then couldn’t God just go ahead and throw me a bone. Give me a ring on the phone, a
message on facebook, a pithy clip on Tik Tok. Some kind of sign from above. Because, knowing I was
“called” to be a priest in my heart just didn’t seem enough to convince the Commission on Ministry.
And, certainly isn’t an impressive story to share, say like in a sermon.

Today we hear the accounts of two very different call stories. That being Isaiah’s theophany, or
encounter with the Divine. In which we witness the prophet meeting God face to face, or more like
Isaiah’s meager face to the hem of God’s lofty robe. As Isaiah is called to bring God’s judgment upon an
unredeemable nation. And, Luke’s calling of the disciples. As Jesus finds an exhausted and discouraged
group of fishermen cleaning out their empty nets after a long day's work with nothing to show for their
labors. Calling them instead to become fishers of men. And, while these two stories at first appear to be
wildly different, they actually hold many striking and significant similarities.

In both stories the call of God comes to weary, broken down, and disheartened individuals. Individuals
who are physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually exhausted. As we hear in our passage from
Isaiah this was the year that King Uzziah had died. A strong and beloved ruler. Whose time as king had
provided protection to the Israelite people and their land. Now leaving them vulnerable to the
domination of an ever expanding Assyrian Empire.Here Isaiah is being called to prophesy to a people
who refuse to listen or even entertain his pleas ordained by the Divine. As he seeks to save them from
their own inability to listen and follow God’s word. And too, as Jesus comes to call his first disciples
Simon (who we know as Peter), James and John. He finds them worn down and discouraged. With
nothing to show for their time or their efforts. Calling it for what it is, a lost cause. As they scrub down
their nets in effort to prepare them for another day in which to labor in vain. And, almost as if to add
insult to injury, Jesus calls them to drag their freshly cleaned nets back out onto the water. The same sea
that has treated them so cruelly, giving them nothing to show for their strenuous labor or continued
efforts.

In both stories, too, the call of God comes seemingly out of nowhere. In Isaiah it is as though the
prophet was simply strolling around the Temple, minding his own business. When suddenly he looks up
to discover that he is not only in the midst of God’s Temple, but is quite literally, in God’s throne room.
As he witnesses God’s heavenly chorus, a throng of six winged serpents, singing praises to our Lord.
Whose presence is so terrifyingly grand and so overwhelmingly vast that the entire floor, even the stairs
descending out into the square are flooded by the vast expanse of God’s heavenly robes. As Isaiah hears
the call, “whom shall I send.”  In Luke, while not as ceremonious, but certainly as unexpected,  Jesus
comes to his future disciples in the midst of their daily work. In the seemingly mundane, assuredly



unsanctified labors of their day to day life. Here nothing is considered holy, wondrous, or aw evoking.
And yet, the Divine enters in as Jesus approaches the three, to sanctify their labors and transform their
lives.

And finally, in both stories God comes to those marked as unworthy. Not holy enough to find
themselves in the presence of the Divine, much less to accept God’s sacred call. As Isaiah pleas before
the throne of God, “Woe is me! I am lost, for I am a man of unclean lips, and I live among a people of
unclean lips; yet my eyes have seen the King, the Lord of hosts!" No sooner is Isaiah absolved. As a
singing hot coal is placed on the delicate skin of his lips. Now prepared to answer a call from God. As
he hears,  “Whom shall I send.” And, as he answers “Here am I; send me.” In Luke, again, while not as
ceremonious, and certainly less painful, Simon (Peter) falls before Jesus as he exclaims, “Go away from
me, Lord, for I am a sinful man!” Here the absolution becomes the call. As Jesus responds, “Do not be
afraid.” In that moment inviting Simon (Peter) to lay down his nets, the heavy burdens and painful
shame that he has carried for too long. And, instead to turn and follow Jesus, now becoming his disciple.

As much as I desperately desired to hear a definitive voice from God. When I hear these call stories
from Isaiah and Luke, I think... well maybe not. I mean flying serpents, blistered lips, a giant on a throne
is not so much compelling as it confounding. And too, a random dude asking me to become a fisher of
man. Calling me to lay down my career and livelihood. Asking me to leave my family and community,
mmm I’m ok. And yet,  like Isaiah and Simon (Peter) I too know the feeling of sheer exhaustion and
bewilderment that comes from the uncertainty of life, and the unpredictability of the future. I too was
most certainly unprepared and ill equipped, When a priest asked me at age 13 “what do you want to do
when you grow up” and I answered suddenly without knowing “I want to do what you do.” I too was
filled with doubt in my own ability. Shame in my own human frailty. And, fear that I may not be worthy
enough to answer God’s call.

In both of our call stories this morning we witness God’s presence, power, grace, and desire for intimate
connection to us as human beings. As the Divine reaches out to affirm and reveal the fact that everyone
of us is not only worthy of God’s call, but more so fulfilled by it. Because as God’s beloved children we
are all created and sustained by our ability to serve God. As we care for God’s creation, and support and
assist one another. For so long, I felt I was NOT called to be a priest because I did not feel holy enough
to lead others in spiritual matters. Nor did I feel strong enough to carry the weight of the responsibilities
and burdens that come with such a call. But, the thing is, a call is not made for the sake of or even
carried out alone by one individual. It is affirmed and brought up out of the community in order to make
us whole. As God calls Isiah, and Jesus calls the disciples to make whole what for too long has been
broken. Today I invite you to remember you are worthy, you are holy and you are called. Called to find
fullness in this community we call the body of Christ.  Maybe by taking part in a new ministry or a new
role at St. Paul’s. Maybe by finding new ways to be involved in our larger community. Or too, maybe by
simply taking time to listen to that still small voice that calls us to claim our holiness and our worthiness
as members of the body of Christ. My friends, may we take on our call together, supporting one another
in the work of God to share the love of Christ, and the power of the Spirit in the world.


